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ABSTRACT 
The construction industry plays an important role in Malaysia development 
process. The industry establishes buildings and infrastructure works required for social 
economic development which contribute to the overall economic growth. The industry 
also provides works for many ranging from professionals such as architects, engineers 
and surveyors to main contractors, subcontractors, suppliers and ultimately manual 
labourers who are employed by these contractors. However, there remains a chronic 
problem of delayed and non-payment in the Malaysian construction industry affecting 
the entire delivery chain. This research therefore set out to study the profiles of 
Malaysian court cases in relation to payment disputes in construction industry. The 
research is also to address the legal issues in relation to payment disputes based on the 
court cases. The result shows that payment has been an issue of major concern in the 
construction industry. One of the reasons is that the dispute amounts involved are large. 
It also reflects the inadequacies and shortfalls of litigation process which take a long 
duration to determine the dispute. Also, it is common for employer to defend their cross 
claim by alleging defective works and delayed completion. As consequences, the 
payment due is postponed until the resolution of the dispute. It is choking the financial 
lifeline of the contractor with dire consequences. In summary, findings of this research 
may assist the relevant parties in addressing problems associated to late and non-
payment in an effective and timely manner to create a win-win situation for all parties in 
the Malaysian construction industry. 
.
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ABSTRAK 
Industri pembinaan memainkan peranan yang penting dalam proses 
pembangunan Malaysia. Industri ini menyediakan bangunan dan infrastruktur yang 
diperlukan untuk pembangunan sosio-ekonomi yang menyumbang kepada pembangunan 
ekonomi secara keseluruhan. Industri pembinaan juga menawarkan pekerjaan kepada 
pelbagai pihak sama ada profesional seperti arkitek, jurutera dan juru ukur termasuk 
kontraktor, sub kontraktor, pembekal dan juga buruh yang diupah oleh kontraktor 
tersebut. Namun begitu, situasi ini masih dalam keadaan rumit disebabkan oleh 
kelewatan dan ketidakbayaran di Malaysia yang menggangu keseluruhan rantai 
pembayaran tersebut. Penyelidikan ini adalah bertujuan untuk mengkaji profil kes-kes 
mahkamah di Malaysia yang berkaitan dengan masalah pembayaran di dalam industri 
pembinaan. Selain itu, penyelidikan ini juga untuk mengemukakan isu-isu undang-
undang yang berkaitan dengan industri pembinaan bedasarkan kepada kes-kes 
mahkamah. Keputusan daripada penyelidikan ini menunjukkan bahawa isu bayaran 
merupakan suatu isu yang dititikberatkan dalam industri pembinaan. Salah satu 
sebabnya adalah kerana jumlah bayaran yang terlibat adalah tinggi. Ini termasuklah 
ketidakpuasan terhadap proses mahkamah yang mengambil masa yang lama untuk 
menyelesaikan kes-kes tersebut. Selain itu, sudah menjadi kebiasaan bagi majikan untuk 
mempertahankan pendakwaan terhadap mereka dengan menggunakan alasan kecacatan 
kerja dan kelewatan penyiapan pembinaan. Keadaan ini menyebabkan kontraktor 
mengalami masalah kewangan yang berterusan. Secara kesimpulan, keputusan dari 
penyelidikan ini dapat membantu pihak-pihak yang berkenaan dalam mengenal pasti 
masalah-masalah yang berkaitan dengan kelewatan dan ketidakbayaran dan 
mengatasinya dalam keadaan yang lebih efektif dan dalam masa yang singkat untuk 
menyediakan keadaan yang bahagia kepada semua pihak dalam industri pembinaan. 
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CHAPTER 1   
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of Study 
The construction industry plays an important role in any country’s development 
process; it is both growth-initiating and growth-dependent1.  The industry establishes 
buildings and infrastructure works required for social economic development which 
contribute to the overall economic growth. The success of economic development will 
further lead to an increase in disposal incomes, generating demand for additional 
construction activities.
The industry also provides works for many ranging from professionals such as 
architects, engineers and surveyors to main contractors, subcontractors, suppliers and 
1 Fadhlin Abdullah. (2004). Construction Industry and Economic Development: The Malaysian Scene.
Johor: Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. 
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ultimately manual labourers who are employed by these contractors. The construction 
industry is an important cog in the wheel propelling the Malaysia economy2.
The Malaysia Construction Industry Master Plan (CIMP) (2005 – 2015) has a 
vision for the Malaysia Construction Industry to be WORLD CLASS by 2015. Outlined 
with the CIMP are the vision, mission, critical success factors, seven (7) strategic thrusts 
and twenty one (21) strategic recommendations that will guide the development of the 
Malaysian Construction Industry through the following decade. 
Under strategic thrust No.2, it is aimed to strengthen the construction industry 
image. It is recommended that an Act be enacted to address non-payment, late payment 
and other payment related issues in the construction industry. Therefore, Construction 
Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia in collaboration with the construction 
industry has moved forward for the enactment of Construction Industry Payment and 
Adjudication Act to improve cash flow problem in the Malaysian construction industry.  
1.2 Problem Statement 
Payment has been said to be the life-blood of the construction industry. Yet there 
remains a chronic problem of delayed and non-payment in the Malaysian construction 
industry affecting the entire delivery chain3. In addition of that, the quantum of payment 
for works and services rendered in the construction industry are often huge in the 
2 Consultation Forum on Construction Industry Payment & Adjudication Act. (2006). Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB.
3 Noushad Ali Naseem. (2005). Construction Industry Payment and Adjudication Act. International Forum 
Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala Lumpur: CIDB and ISM. 
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millions of Ringgit. The industry works and will only continue to work provided that 
those works and services are properly paid.   
However, the construction industry is always in dispute prone one. It is therefore 
common for the claimant pursuing his claim for works and services rendered to meet 
with a cross claim instead for defective work, delayed completion etc. So payment is 
always postponed until the resolution of the dispute4.
The common mechanisms for dispute resolution in Malaysian construction 
industry are presently by way of arbitration and litigation. These mechanisms have 
always involved the judicial system and a complex body of rules as to procedure. It is no 
secret that these mechanisms of dispute resolution leave much to be desired. Criticisms 
are frequently made as to its many inadequacies and shortfalls. Litigation is affordable 
but it takes too long. It may be heard after a long delay by a judge with little or no 
experience in the field of construction5. On the other hand, arbitrator is faster but it is 
expensive. In any case, both modes will still take a considerable length of time as the 
disputes will have to be determined and disposed in accordance with the law, which 
must amongst others require affording the disputant natural justice in the presentation of 
their respective case6
The situation is getting worse when there are only limited security of payment 
and remedies pending dispute resolution for the unpaid claimant in Malaysia. There is 
no general common law right of suspension of work for non payment7. The unpaid 
4 Lim Chong Fong. (2005). The Malaysian Construction Industry – The Present Dilemmas of the Unpaid 
Contractors. International Forum Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB and ISM 
5 Sundra Rajoo. (2003). Why Arbitration is Popular in Malaysia? Malaysia: Seminar Issues in 
Construction Contract. Kuala Lumpur: KLRCA 
6 Lim Chong Fong. (2002). Construction Contract Disputes - Arbitration or the Courts? The Surveyor. 
Malaysia: ISM 
7 Kah Seng Construction Sdn Bhd v Selsin Development Sdn Bhd [1977] 1 CLJ Supp 448  
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claimant is left with the option of progressing with the work concurrent suing for 
payment with interest or if the non payment is so serious to constitute a repudiatory 
breach, then there is the option terminating the contract. 
There can be multitude of reasons for the dispute ranging from under 
capitalisation of the respondent to in-competency of the claimant. Even though, standard 
forms such as PAM 1998 and CIDB 2000 contain express provisions for determination 
of employment. However as matter of practice, many unpaid claimants are reluctant to 
go on the route of determination of employment8. These are the dilemmas of the unpaid 
contractor as its cost flow and profitability are often in put in jeopardy. 
1.3 Aims and Objectives 
The objectives of this research are: 
a. To determine the profiles of Malaysian court cases in relation to payment 
disputes in construction industry which are most likely brought to the 
court.    
b. To address the legal issues in relation to payment in construction 
industry.
8 Lim Chong Fong. (2005). The Malaysian Construction Industry – The Present Dilemmas of the Unpaid 
Contractors. International Forum Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB and ISM. 
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1.4 Scope and Limitation of Study 
The provisions of payment in standard forms of building contract are mostly 
referred to PAM 1998 Form of Building Contract (main contract only). However, some 
references are also made to other standard forms of building contract such as CIDB 2000 
and JKR 203A when necessary. 
The primary data of this research is based on court cases relating to payment 
disputes in construction industry. The relevant court cases are limited to those reported 
in Malaysia Law Journal (MLJ) and available in the database of Lexis Nexis website9
through its own search engine10 from the year of 1990 - 2005.  
Due to the time constraint and length of the report, it does not warrant the author 
to discuss the intensity of other closely related and collateral matters such as:  
a. The legal issues and civil procedures relating to summary judgement, 
garnishing and injunction. 
b. The legal issues and problems in relation to subcontracting 
c. The legal issues in relation to liquidated damages, variations, direct loss 
and expense and etc. 
9 http://www.lexisnexis.com. 
10 The relevant court cases are collected by browsing the keyword of “building contract, payment.” 
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1.5 Significant of Study 
The multitudes of difficulties associated with payment are generally faced by all 
participants in construction industry: main contractor, sub-contractor and professionals. 
Therefore, it is strongly believed that the topic area of this research would provide both 
personal interest and be beneficial to the participants in the construction industry.  
This research should increase the awareness of both contractors and employers in 
relation to the payment issues. It will also provide the contractors with a better 
understanding of their rights to payment and their legal position if payment is in default. 
The research is also expected to grab the attention of the employers in making their 
payments promptly and timeliness.  This will lead to improved working relationship 
between the contractors and employers. 
This study addresses the current problems in relation to late and non-payment 
issues encountered by contractors in the local construction industry. Findings of this 
study may assist the relevant parties in addressing problems associated to late and non-
payment in an effective and timely manner to create a win-win situation for all parties in 
the Malaysian construction industry. 
1.6 Research Methodology 
Careful thought and planning in the preparation of the research methods, data 
collection techniques and measurements is very important for conducting research. 
  7 
Initially, a literature review was undertaken to study and understand the problems of 
payment in construction industry and review the contractual provisions in relation to 
payment in building contract. It was carried out using published journals, textbooks and 
PAM 1998 Form of Building Contract. This was extended further using the research and 
information papers from the Master Builders Association Malaysia (MBAM) and 
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB).  
In order to meet the goals and objectives, the primary data collection was based 
on the Malaysia Law Journal (MLJ) court cases. It was carried out using the university’s 
library online e-database11 via the Lexis-Nexis website12. Difficulties were experienced 
in collecting and identifying the sample court cases from the online e-database due to the 
large number of irrelevant court cases and lack of time.  The selection of sample court 
cases involved a depth study rather than a random sample.  
1.7 Organisation of Research 
Briefly, this research is related to the present problems of payment and 
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1.7.1 Chapter 1: Introduction  
This chapter provides a perspective of the issue related to payment-default in 
construction industry. It develops the problem statement and outlines the objectives of 
this research. 
1.7.2 Chapter 2: Payment Issues in Construction Industry 
This chapter studies and examines the present dilemmas in relation to payment-
default in the Malaysian construction industry.  Its problems and effects to the 
construction industry are discussed.   
1.7.3 Chapter 3: Legal and Contractual Background of Contractor’s Right to 
Payment and Remedies of Non-Payment  
 This chapter considers the contractor’s right to payment and remedies under 
common law. Related contractual provisions in standard forms of building contract are 
also highlighted. 
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1.7.4 Chapter 4: Payment Provisions in PAM 1998 Standard Form of Building 
Contract 
This chapter provides an overview of the payment terms and conditions in the 
PAM 1998 standard form of building contract. Issues associated with the contractual 
payment provisions are included.  
1.7.5 Chapter 5: Profiles of Court Cases in relation to Payment Disputes in 
Construction Industry 
 This is the most important part of the whole report. It provides the primary data 
information. The analysis and findings based on the court cases are discussed and 
illustrated. 
1.7.6 Chapter 6: Recommendations and Conclusion  
This is the conclusion chapter on the report. It provides summary of the major 
findings, recommendations for the payment issues, the conclusion of the study and the 
recommendations for further works. 
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CHAPTER 2 
PAYMENT ISSUES IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
2.1 Introduction 
The Malaysian construction industry is one of the largest industries in this 
country. It accounts for about RM 40 billion worth of output. It represents 5% of 
Malaysia gross domestic product1. It employs a workforce of about 2 million people and 
it engages support services from a wide range of skilled professional from architects to 
engineers, from arbitrators to quantity surveyors, from accountant to lawyers. Also, it 
produces some of the best examples of engineering and building work in the world like 
Kuala Lumpur Twin Tower, Kuala Lumpur International Airport and Sepang Formula 
One Circuit. 
However, it is common to find that the problems of contractors on the 
shortcomings of the payment regime in the Malaysian construction industry as reported 
in the press. Nevertheless, such practices were never an issue during good times when 
1 Fadhlin Abdullah. (2004). Construction Industry and Economic Development: The Malaysian Scene.
Johor: Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. 
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jobs were aplenty and many contractors or even sub-contractors will tolerate late 
payments or even part payments. However these problems will magnify when the 
construction industry is deeply scathed by bleak market sentiments and falling 
construction demand2.
This chapter provides an overview on the payment issues in the construction 
industry. Examines and discusses the factors and impacts relating to payment-default in 
the construction industry. 
2.2 Problems Associated with Payment in Construction Industry 
Over many decades, there has been a multitude of industry epithets about the 
relationship between the construction industry and its many varied payment procedures. 
Payment and cash flow are the life blood of the industry; there are fundamental to the 
process of construction, they are the root of many of its problems3.
Banwell Report4 in 1964, Sir Harold Banwell commented that: “The operation of 
the payment system is not always smooth. Payment to the main contractor by the clients 
is often slow and uneven, with consequential delays in payments to suppliers and 
subcontractors. This has an adverse effect on the efficiency and stability of the whole 
industry…. What is needed is an agreed procedure to ensure that payments are made 
regularly and promptly.”
2 Lip, Euginie. (2006). Curing the Ills of Non-Payment in the Construction Industry – the Singapore 
Experience. 8th Surveyors’ Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM. 
3 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
4 Banwell, H. (1964). The Placing and Management of Contracts for Building and Civil Engineering 
Work. The Banwell Report, London: HMSO.  
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In 1993, a report entitled Trust and Money by Sir Michael Latham revealed that 
payment difficulties featured largely. The fears of contractors and specialist contractors 
about payment were clearly identified with the available evidence showing an industry 
supply chain wracked with internecine where payment abuse was the inevitable 
battleground.5 It reported that: “Contractor worry that they will not be properly paid by 
clients, either because the employer will fail financially, or because the certified monthly 
payments will not properly reflect what they believe to be the true value of the work 
carried out.” 
In 1994 , Sir Michael Latham, in his report – Constructing the Team6, it was 
observed that: “The cascade system of payment in the industry – normally client to main 
contractor, main contractor to subcontractor, and so on down the chain – makes the 
exposure of different parts of the process to the insolvency of one participant particular 
serious.”
In 2004, a survey of payment performance conducted in UK revealed that 
construction is clearly at the lower end of payment periods with payment taking on 
average 56.51 days after invoices or applications for payment have been rendered7.   
In the local scene, many complaints have been voiced about the events of late 
and non-payments but the information has been mainly in the form of hearsays. Whether 
there really is a problem on payment in the Malaysian construction industry?  
5 Latham, M. (1993). Trust and Money – Interim Report of the Joint Government Industry Review of 
Procurement Arrangements in the UK Construction Industry. London: HMSO. 
6 Latham, M. (2003). Constructing the Team – The Final Report of the Government Industry Review of 
Procurement Arrangements in the UK Construction Industry. The Latham Report, London: HMSO. 
7 Experian (2003), Late Payment November 2003. London. 
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A survey was conducted by Master Builders Association of Malaysia (MBAM) 
among its members who comprised of contractors and sub-contractors.8 It was about 
80.3% indicated that they had encountered slow progress payment. The respondents who 
encountered difficulties in getting progress payment were involved equally in public and 
private sector’s projects. The survey also showed that the contractors are facing delay of 
payment for more than 91 days and up to 12 months compared to the contractual date. In 
summary, the analysis revealed that the issue of late and non-payment has persisted in 
the Malaysia construction industry for quite some now, but have yet to be fully resolved.  
Just recently, Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia also 
conducted a survey on late and non-payment to address the current problems in relation 
to late and non-payment issues encountered by main contractor, sub-contractors and 
consultants in the local industry.9 The survey was conducted on two sets of construction 
players, namely the contractors and the consultants. 44.1% of the contractors reported 
that they had encountered late payment situations in government funded projects while 
53.5% had experienced late payment in private funded project. About 14.4% of the 
contractors indicated that they had experienced non-payment situation in government 
funded projects and 33.3% pointed out they had not been paid by their private clients.  
It was evident that consultants have also faced similar difficulties in getting their 
professional fees. Based on the consultant’s responses, 63.3% and 73.5% reported that 
they had encountered late payment of professional fess in government funded projects 
and private funded projects respectively. Also, 16.3% indicated that they had 
experienced non-payment of fees in government funded projects while 61.2% reported 
that they had not been paid for the services rendered by their private clients. 
8 MBAM Quarterly Survey on Progress Payment Issue in the Construction Industry – 3rd Quarter 2005.
Kuala Lumpur: Master Builders Association Malaysia (MBAM). 
9 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry 2006. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
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In addition of that, CIDB Working Group (WG) Report on Payment reported that 
it appears 100% consensus that payment and related issues are considered to be a 
problem in the construction industry. In short, problems on payment range from10:
a. Failure to pay 
b. Refusal to pay 
c. Setting-off from sums certified or due 
d. Allegations of under and over certifications and failure to certify 
e. Delayed payments  
f. Associated problems of getting paid even with certificates in hand 
including significant delays in enforcing rights to payment 
2.3 Causes of Payment-Default in Construction Industry 
The route to understanding the inherent difficulties over payment lies in 
identifying the many complex factors that are present in the industry. Based on the 
research conducted by Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia, 
both contractors and consultants have agreed that the most frequent causes of late and 
non-payment, inter alia are11:
a. Paymaster's poor financial management 
b. Paymaster's failure to implement good governance in business 
c. Local culture/attitude  
10 Noushad Ali Naseem. (2004). CIDB Working Group (WG) Report – Payment. Kuala Lumpur: 
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
11 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry 2006. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
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Undoubtedly, the process of construction is complicated and fragmented. It 
involves many different commercial parties operating in supply chain under a range of 
contractual arrangements where risks are devolved throughout the supply chain12.
Malaysian construction industry is made up of large numbers of small and 
medium sized enterprises and a small number of dominant companies. The hierarchical 
structure of the industry’s contractual framework makes it particular susceptible to the 
poor payment practices that it adopts. The wide range of parties involved in the 
construction process, the unequal commercial bargaining power of large as opposed to 
small companies and the cascading system of contracts among those parties meant that 
using contractual provisions to delay payment was easy13.
Critics have also lambasted the construction industry for its outdated and 
inefficient payment practices resulting from an undesirable culmination of disputed and 
late payments and the uncertainty on when payment is due14. Standard contract forms for 
the main contract do not explicit in payment provisions governing domestic 
subcontractors and suppliers. They do not have any protection against the financial risks 
inappropriately off-loaded upon them15.
Also, there are no statutory legislation controls over the length of time that 
organisations could take to pay their suppliers and subcontractors, despite contractual 
provisions that set out payment entitlement.16   
12 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
13 Ibid 
14 Lip, Euginie. (2006). Curing the Ills of Non-Payment in the Construction Industry – the Singapore 
Experience. 8th Surveyors’ Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM. 
15 Ibid 
16 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
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Security of payment problems is common in many commercial relationships, but 
the building and construction industry has special issues to deal with. With normal sale 
of goods, ownership does not transfer until payment is made. In construction work, 
things fixed to the land immediately become the property of the landowner. This means 
materials provided by a supplier may be incorporated into the works and become the 
property of the landowner well before payment is made for the materials17. It is too late 
to repossess of payment is not made. 
Payment woes are made worse by growing affluence and higher quality 
expectations of purchasers or consumers18. The consequence of this has spurred 
developers to stipulate longer defect liability periods and higher retention amounts. This 
inevitably translates to excessively large tied-up funds which for most are the main 
contractor’s life line. 
The slow processing of variations and final accounts and difficulties in reaching 
settlement further add to the agenda of payment issues19. Project personnel changes, 
poor documentation, no written instruction and incomplete or unavailable information 
are often cited as the reasons when pressured to bring the accounts to conclusion. Delay 
in finalising variations and accounts serve no one’s interest in time and expense20.
17 Gow, P.W. (2006). Security of Payment and the Western Australian Construction Contracts Act.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB
18 Lip, Euginie. (2006). Curing the Ills of Non-Payment in the Construction Industry – the Singapore 
Experience. 8th Surveyors’ Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM. 
19 Ibid 
20 Lip, Euginie. (2005). Zero Default Payment – Possibility, Impossibility or Wishful Thinking?
International Forum of Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala Lumpur: CIDB and 
ISM
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2.4 Effects of Payment Problems on Construction Industry Development 
The consequences of the factors as discussed as above combined with an 
unregulated payment system, led to the construction industry into the dilemma of 
payment-default. It is important to understand the structure of the construction industry 
and the way in which payment is distributed within a construction project in order to 
examine the effects of payment-default in construction industry. Generally, the 
distribution of payment within a construction project is distributed from the top of the 
pyramid to the bottom as illustrated in the form of a pyramid structure as figure below21.
Source: Geoff Bayley, The New Zealand Construction Act 2002 
Figure 2.1 The Chain of Payment in Construction Industry 
21 Bayley,G. (2006). The New Zealand Experience – The New Zealand Construction Contracts Act 2002.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB
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In Malaysia, the three most common effects of late and non-payment according 
to the contractors and consultants are22:
a. Create cash flow problems 
b. Create stress on contractors 
c. Creates financial hardship  
Most contractors in the industry have limited working capital, and rely on cash 
flow from projects to pay their subcontractors and suppliers. Any disruption in the flow 
of money can cause financial hardship and even failure lower down the contracting 
chain23.
This position also led to another potentially crippling consequence: that of the 
insolvency ‘domino effect’. The main contractor – at the apex of the procurement 
structure – is the conduit for significant sums of money channelled from the employer or 
client to those below them in the supply chain. The insolvency of main contractors 
pushes other parts of the project chain into insolvency. In turn, others within the supply 
chain also faced the prospect of losing their money24.
 In the construction industry, subcontractors are likely to work predominantly for 
one main contractor or be committed to one main contractor for a number of months or 
years. The insolvency of the single higher-tier party has a much greater consequential 
22 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry 2006. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
23 Gow, P.W. (2006). Security of Payment and the Western Australian Construction Contracts Act.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB.
24 Lip, Euginie. (2006). Curing the Ills of Non-Payment in the Construction Industry – the Singapore 
Experience. 8th Surveyors’ Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM. 
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effect on the large numbers of lower-tier parties in the construction industry than in most 
other areas of commerce25.
2.5 Conclusion 
The practice of efficient and timely payment in construction projects is a major 
factor leading to a project’s success. Ask any contractor what is his constant headache or 
fear is and he will lament that it is not about being able to do a good job or getting the 
building built but the endemic problems of poor payment practices.  
Payment has been referred to as the lifeblood of the construction industry due to 
latter’s inherent nature that takes relatively long durations and large amounts of money 
to complete. Payment-default will cause severe cash flow problems especially to 
contractors, and this would have a devastating knock-on effect down the contractual 
payment chain. Payment, or rather late and non-payment issues are considered to affect 
many players in the local construction industry, whether in government or private 
funded projects 
25 Gow, P.W. (2006). Security of Payment and the Western Australian Construction Contracts Act.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB.
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CHAPTER 3 
LEGAL AND CONTRACTUAL BACKGROUND OF CONTRACTOR’S RIGHT 
TO PAYMENT AND REMEDIES OF NON-PAYMENT 
3.1 Introduction 
In a construction contract, the contractor undertakes to carry out the works, 
including the provision of all things necessary for completion. The employer’s side of 
the bargain is usually the payment of money. The primary obligation upon the employer 
is to give the contractor the sum of money which forms the consideration for the 
contract1. Money must be paid promptly and fully unless there are specific reasons for 
withholding it.  
1 Murdoch, J. and Hughes, W. (2000) Construction Contract – Law and Management. 3rd Edition. 
London: Spon Press 
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The payment processes within the construction industry are complicated. 
Different forms of procurement are taken to accommodate the needs of employer’s. 
Problem may arise in deciding when the contractor’s obligation is discharged, what 
amount of money is payable and when2.
This chapter provides an overview of the legal and contractual background 
relating to payment in the construction industry. It explores the contractor’s right of 
payment and remedies available for payment-default in both common law principles and 
contractual provisions in Malaysian standard forms of building contract.  
3.2 Entire Performance and Right to be Paid 
Lord Denning MR in Dawnay Ltd v FG Minter Ltd3 opined that there must be 
cash flow in the building industry and that is the very lifeblood of the enterprise. 
Therefore, prompt payment practice should be viewed as beneficial to both, the 
contractor and employer in ensuring completion of the work.  
In general, the contractor’s right to payment arises by virtue of either:4
a. Implication under common law principles. 
b. Express terms of the contract. 
2 Bayley,G. (2006). The New Zealand Experience – The New Zealand Construction Contracts Act 2002.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
CIDB
3 [1971] 1 BLR 16 
4 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Law and Practice.
Singapore: Lexis Nexis  
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Where the contract is to carry out and complete a specific work, the general rule 
is that only complete performance can discharge the contractor’s obligation and no 
payment is due until the work is substantially complete5. The common law position is 
that in return for the performing the subject matter of the construction contract the 
parties has a right to be paid the contract price of the work6. Thus, provided they fulfil 
their contractual obligation, the main contractors are to be paid for their workdone.  
Construction contracts can be what in law are called ‘entire contracts’. These are 
contracts where the entire performance by one party is a condition precedent to the 
liability of the other party7. In the absence of express contractual terms to the contrary 
this is the common law position for construction contracts that involve the supply of 
goods and materials8.Therefore, the contractor’s right to payment will not arise until 
they have performed and completed what they are contractually bound to do.  
In Sumpter v Hedges9 a builder contracted to erect two houses and stables on the 
defendant’s land for a lump sum, but abandoned the contract part-completed. It was held 
that in the absence of entitlement under the contract, the builder was not entitled to 
further payment for the unfinished work, despite the fact that the employer retained the 
benefit. 
Also, in the case of Hoenig v Issacs 10, the contractor in the absent of any express 
or implied provisions for progress payments during the progress of work, he would not 
be entitled to claim for their work unless he has substantially finished the work. 
5 Uff, J. (1996). Construction Law. London: Sweet & Maxwell. 
6 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
7 Cutter v Powell (1795) 6 TR 320 and Sumpter v Hedges (1898) 1 QB 673 
8 Uff, J. (1996). Construction Law. London: Sweet & Maxwell. 
9 [1898] 1 Q.B. 673 
10 [1953] 2 ALL ER 176 
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Therefore, in the absence of the substantial completion, the contractor would not be able 
to claim for the percentage of work done or even on the basis of quantum meruit.
In keeping the principal of freedom of contract, parties to construction contract 
are free to incorporate whatever payment terms they wish, including provisions relating 
to the timing and amount of payment to be made11. Therefore, the standard forms of 
building contract usually contain a series of rights and obligations capable of legal 
enforcement by the parties. The right and corresponding obligation to be paid is for all 
parties central to most construction contracts.  
Terms of payment are important as it will have a profound effect on the tender 
price. For example, the completion of the whole works, the contractor may need to add 
in his financing costs in to the final tender price. On the other hand if there is an 
entitlement to advance payment, the said financing element may be correspondingly 
reduced. 
In building contracts , a contract is considered to be discharged by performance 
when the contractor has carried out all his obligations under the contract, i.e. undertaken 
the construction, installation, rectified all defects, conducted the services and 
maintenance, done all necessary training, supplied all ‘as-built’ and maintenance records 
per the contract12.
11 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Commencement and 
Administration. Singapore: Lexis Nexis 
12 Ibid 
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3.3 Remedies of Payment-Default 
Perhaps the question which troubles a contractor most now is the question of 
non-payment or delayed payment by the employer. The effecting of payment to the 
contractor in return for the performance of the works under the contract is one of the 
primary obligations of the employer. Default of which may result in breach of contract 
on part of the employer and with its attendant consequences13.
These may be either expressly stipulated in the contract itself or implied from the 
prevailing industry practice, although the tendency is, and has been, for express 
provisions to prevail. Should there be any default in disbursing the required sum; the 
contractor may then resort to his various remedies which include14:
a. Under the express contractual provisions. 
b. Repudiate the contract and attempt to recover the necessary damages 
under common law principles.  
What does the contract provide?  It is clear that the first place for an injured party 
to look for a description of his remedy in the event of breach must be in the terms of his 
contract. Contractual remedies of payment-default in Malaysian standard forms of 
building contract may include as follows: 
13 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis 
14 Ibid 
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a. Determination of employment  
b. Interest on the unpaid amount15
c. Suspension of Work16
Most of the standard forms of building contract contain contractual provisions 
governing the cardinal issue of the honouring period and the remedies available to the 
contractor in the event of the employer’s default in making payment17. The most 
common remedy is by application of the determination provisions in the contract.  
Contractually, the employer must effect the necessary payment certified within 
the period expressly stipulated in the contact. Otherwise the contractor is entitled to 
bring the contract, of his employment under contract, to an end18. Proper procedure must 
however be followed19.
One possibly remedies to this obvious breach of contract by Employer in not 
paying or not paying on time, is to allow the contractor to claim for interest20. This 
affords some relief to the contractor but this can be a double-edged sword for the 
contractor for it effectively allows the employer to suspend payment and not commit a 
breach of contract21.
15 Only available in CIDB 2000 Form of Contract  
16 Only available in CIDB 2000 Form of Contract 
17 Except of PWD 203 Form of Contract. 
18 Refer Clause 26.1 (i) of PAM 1998 Form and Clause 45.1 (a)(i) of CIDB 2000 Form of Contract   
19 See Fajar Menyensing Sdn Bhd v Angsana Sdn Bhd [1998] 6 MLJ 80 
20 Refer Clause 42.9(b) of CIDB 2000 Form of Contract. 
21 Oon, C.K.(2000). Standard Construction Contracts in Malaysia – Issues and Challenges. Contract 
Formation, Documentation, Issues and Challenges Half Day Seminar. Kuala Lumpur: ISM 
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Another remedy which the contractor can resort is to suspend further 
performance of his obligations under the contract22. This can be a safe position taken by 
the contractor and is in fact one routinely taken by the contractor when non-payment 
from the employer ensues. The problem taking of this position is that in the absence of a 
contractual provision to this effect, there can be no unilateral suspension of work: two 
wrongs do not make a right23.
  Not all standard forms of contract contain expressed contractual remedies of 
payment-default – PWD Forms of Contract24 is one that does not. It is therefore 
necessary for the innocent party where he has no express contractual rights of 
determination to establish repudiation by the other party or breach of legal condition if 
he wishes to terminate the contract at common law.  
Under common law principles, when a party to a contract has neither performed 
nor tendered performance of his promise under the contract, there is in law a breach of 
contract25. The primary remedy for any breach of contract is an award of damages. This 
remedy is always available, unlike the remedy of termination which is only available in 
cases of serious breach26.
In the case of JM Hill & Sons Ltd v London Borough of Camden27 and Lubenham 
Fidelities v South Pembrokeshire DC28 where the contractors determined his own 
employment for alleged non-payment and the employer concurrently determined the 
22 Refer Clause 42.10 of CIDB 2000 Form of Contract 
23 Refer the case of Channel Tunnel Group v Balfour Beatty Construction Ltd [1992] 1 QB 656 
24 The PWD Forms of Contract are the standard forms of building contract used by the Malaysian public 
sector.
25 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis, 
26 Murdoch, J. and Hughes, W. (2000) Construction Contract – Law and Management. 3rd Edition. 
London: Spon Press 
27 [1980] 18 BLR 31 
28 [1986] 33 BLR 39 
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contractor’s employment for failure to proceed regularly and diligently. As the 
contractor in the latter case was to learn to his cost, what seemed to him, taking a 
common sense approach to the meaning of non-payment, an obvious breach of contract 
of was in law no breach at all. 
It seems that the ground for determination under the contract might be wider than 
for termination at common law. However, there is a need to follow precisely the 
procedures expressed in the determination provisions. This raises the question that when 
the procedures have not been followed sufficiently do the contractual provisions for 
determination exclude common law rights?  
 As reflected in the case of Architectural Installation Services v James Gibbon 
Windows Ltd29, the court held where a determination was held to have failed under the 
contractual provisions but to be rightful under common law rights which were not 
excluded by the contract. 
3.4 Conclusion 
Despite the contractor’s inherent right under the express or implied provisions of 
the contractor to be entitled to his consideration for work executed, the parties may 
nevertheless mutually agree and build into their contract specific procedures or 
requirements regulating the entire spectrum of the payment process. 
29 [1989] 46 BLR 91 
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The contractor’s right to payment and remedies of payment-default are generally 
determined by the contractual arrangements governing the projects. The standard forms 
of building contract such as PAM 1998 and CIDB 2000 which expressly stipulate the 
contractor’s right to payment and their remedies available for payment-default. The 
benefit, from the point of view of contractors, is that standard form of building contract 
specifically confers their right to payment i.e. interim payment; and remedies for 
payment-default i.e. suspension of work, which are not available under common law 
principles. These avoid most of the inherent uncertainties in framing a claim for 
damages at common law. 
Otherwise, when there is no contractual provision, the contractor’s may raise 
their rights of payment and seek for remedies under common law principles. It is 
emphasised that the contractor must consider and ascertain their legal position before 
any legal action is taken.  
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CHAPTER 4 
PAYMENT PROVISIONS IN PAM 1998 FORM OF BUILDING CONTRACT 
4.1 Introduction 
A typical construction project will involve many different parties: employers, 
main contractors, subcontractors, supplier and etc. For the participating parties payment 
remains at the heart of the process.  
Major risk associated with payment arrangements for the contractor is that too 
little remuneration and their work is unprofitable or even loss making and insolvency 
will beckon. On the other hand, the employer paying too much and too early can be an 
equally hazardous risk in which they risk exposure to supply chain insolvency, paying 
for work that has not been completed. Therefore, a balance of payment risk must be 
sought in every construction contract1.
1 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
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Today much of construction activity is governed by standard forms of building 
contract. Most standard forms of building contract contain clauses which govern all 
aspects of payment under the contract2.
This chapter provides an overview and brief discussion on the contractual 
payment provisions in PAM 1998 Form of Contract (Private Edition with Quantities) 
which is the most popular and widely used in private sector of the Malaysian 
Construction Industry. The PAM Subcontract for nominated subcontractor and related 
issues is not within the scope of this study. Also, the reader is reminded to refer to the 
relevant books on the collateral matters such as payment for variations, direct loss & 
expense, claims etc which are not discussed in this report. 
4.2 Express Payment Provisions in PAM 1998 Form of Building Contract 
The express contractual provisions in PAM 1998 Form in relation to payment 
include the following: 
a. Clause 30.0 Certificates and Payment 
b. Clause 30.1 Issue of Architect’s Certificate 
c. Clause 30.2 Issue of Interim Certificate 
d. Clause 30.3 Amount due in Interim Certificate 
e. Clause 30.4 Certified Value Retained 
f. Clause 30.5 Rules Regarding Retention Fund 
2 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis, 
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g. Clause 30.6 Completion of Measurement and Valuation and 
Certificates 
h. Clause 30.7 Provisions for Final Certificate 
i. Clause 30.8 No Certificate of Architect shall of itself be Conclusive 
Evidence 
Amongst the primary features of said provisions are the spelling out of the main 
entitlements of the contractor and the principal aspects of the employer’s obligation in 
the subject of payment encompassing3:
a. The relevant procedures involved inclusive of any conditions precedent 
b. The scheme or schedule of payment in relation to the timing 
c. The quantum of payment, i.e. the amount to be paid. 
d. The employer’s right to set-off or abate 
4.3 Procedures and Conditions Precedent for Payment   
Clause 30 of the PAM 1998 Form deal with all certificates and regulates the 
entire subject of payment under the contract. The issue of certificates by the architect is 
3 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis, 
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to record when the contractor has met his contractual obligation and also triggers the 
transfer or entitlement of monies between the employer and the contractor4.
There are two main types of certificates in relation to payment which are Interim 
Certificates and Final Certificate.  Before practical completion, the contractor is entitled 
to Interim Certificates at intervals as prescribed in the contract5. The Interim Certificates 
state the amount due to the contractor from the employer. They are issued purely for the 
purpose of the contractor receiving interim payments. Final Certificate is a statement as 
to the amount of money finally due between the employer and contractor6.
In general, an interim valuation procedure, the valuation submitted by the 
contractor for the agreed period will comprise values of work properly executed on site 
and materials delivered to sit. Payment of the valuation will be made on the issue of 
Interim Certificate during the course of the work until practical completion, following 
which further certificate may be issued to release one-half of the retentions held by the 
employer. Thereafter the contractor will submit a final account to the architect and a 
reconciliation of the contract sum will be made. Final payment of outstanding monies 
will be released after Defect Liability Period and a Final Certificate will be issued. 
Clause 30.2 stipulated that “During the period of Interim Certificates …. the 
contractor shall submit details and particular to the Architect …..” It requires the 
contractor to submit his claim with details and particulars for payment for the architect 
to certify interim payments. However, the legal effect of the application of payment is a 
question to be decided by the courts based on the precise wording employed the 
circumstances of the case, and the intention of the parties. 
4 Sundra Rajoo (1999). The Malaysian Standard Form of Building Contract (The PAM 1998 Form). Kuala 
Lumpur: Malaysia Law Journal Sdn Bhd. 
5 Refer to the Appendix of PAM 1998 Form. If none stated is one month.   
6 Sundra Rajoo (1999). The Malaysian Standard Form of Building Contract (The PAM 1998 Form). Kuala 
Lumpur: Malaysia Law Journal Sdn Bhd. 
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In the case of Croudace Ltd v The London Borough of Lambeth7, the court held 
that the procedural requirements may depend on the prevailing circumstances be either 
of a mandatory or directory nature. The English Court of Appeal had upheld a judge’s 
order to an interim payment in the absence of a certificate because it was responsible as 
employer under the contract, or as employer of the architect concerned, for the 
certificate’s not having been issued. 
Whether such obligation is in the true sense really of a mandatory nature is a 
moot point. Under PAM 1998 Form, it is submitted that non-compliance to such 
requirements is not fatal to the contractor’s entitlement, since the employer is obliged to 
pay for discharging his obligations8.
4.4 Timing of Payment 
It is common practice in the construction industry, for payment of the contract 
sum to be made by instalments9. The scheme for reimbursing the contractor for work 
done under PAM 1998 Forms is at regular intervals (usually monthly) during the 
currency of the contract. Interim payments are effected by the issue of the so called 
‘interim certificates’, a term referring to the periodic certification of money due to the 
contractor10.
7 [1986] 33 BLR 20 
8 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis 
9 Murdoch, J. and Hughes, W. (2000) Construction Contract – Law and Management. 3rd Edition. 
London: Spon Press 
10 Refer Clause 30 in PAM 1998 Forms 
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Once the contractor commences with the works and executes sufficient work in 
the interval leading up to the agreed period for certification, the Architect is obliged to 
undertake the necessary valuation. Failure of Architect’s to issue Interim Certificates is a 
breach of contract for which the employer is liable11.
The issue of Interim Certificates is a condition precedent to payment. Clause 
30.1 stated that the architect will issue all certificates to the contractor with a copy to the 
employer. After that, the employer has to pay the payment due to the contractor within 
the Period of Honouring Certificates12. It must emphasize that failure to pay within the 
set period is a breach of contract. In the case of Lubenham Fidelities v South 
Pembrokeshire13, the court held that a certificate is a condition precedent to payment. 
Failure to pay by the employer is a breach of contract. 
Refusal by the employer to pay sums due is clearly a default. In the case of 
Killby & Gayford Ltd v Selincourt Ltd14, Lord Denning MR explained that:“So long as a 
certificate is good on the face of it and is within the authority given by the contract then 
it is in accordance with the conditions. It must be honoured.”
If the Employer raises a bona fide arguable contention that an Interim Certificate 
may have been overvalued, he is entitled to have any dispute arising from the value of 
the Interim Certificates arbitrated. 
11 Refer Clause 30.2 in PAM 1998 Forms 
12 Refer to Appendix of PAM 1998 Form. If none stated is 14 days from the date of the Interim Certificate.   
13 [1986] 33 BLR 39 
14 [1973] 3 BLR 104 
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4.5 Quantum of Payment 
Clause 30.3 lays down the components that are to be covered by an Interim 
Certificate which are the total value of work properly executed and the total value of 
materials and goods delivered to or adjacent to site15. The process of computing the 
quantum or amount due to the contractor at the periodic payment scheme involves a 
process so called ‘valuation’. 
In certifying payments, the architect is placed in position of impartiality and is 
required to act in a professional manner while exercising independent judgement. The 
determination of the amount due to the contractor has to be undertaken professionally 
and with due skill and case as any default, omission and deficiency may render the 
employer in breach of his contractual obligations16.
The total value of work properly executed is reflected in the amount due in the 
Interim Certificate. However, an Interim Certificate is an approximate indication of the 
value of work executed and the corresponding amount due to the contractor. If there is 
any over certifications or under certifications, there can be a commensurate revision in 
the subsequent certificate17. The architect is entitled to take a fresh view of the state of 
the works each time he issues an Interim Certificate. 
Interim Certificate is allowed to be corrected by the architect but limited to 
genuine errors and discrepancies in preparing the certificates18. However, the architect 
must be wary not to breach his duty of care to the employer in the certification process 
15 Refer Clause 30.3 in PAM 1998 Forms 
16 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis, 
17 Refer Clause 30.1 in PAM 1998 Forms 
18 Refer Clause 30.1 in PAM 1998 Forms 
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he can be liable for breach of contract and/or in tort of negligence since he does not 
enjoy any immunity in discharging that role19.
In the case of Lubenham Fidelities v South Pembroke.20, an architect had 
wrongly deducted the liquidated damages from an interim certificate. The error was 
patent but the employer refused to pay the difference and the contractor terminated his 
employment on the ground of non-payment. The court treated the certificate as effective 
even though demonstrably wrong.  
This means the Contractor is entitled to payment of the sum actually stated in the 
Architect’s Interim Certificate even if the certificate contains a latent or patent error21. It 
is clear that Architect’s Certificate may be challenged but its immediate effect is 
equivalent to that of a binding certificate. The courts now take the view that certificates 
may be challenged only through the proper contractual channels, usually by 
arbitrations22.
4.6 Deductions of Payment 
Under PAM 1998 Form, the employer is entitled to deduct the amounts 
previously stated as due in Interim Certificates and retention sum from the total value of 
work done up-to-date23. It is clear that the Employer has not right to set-off the amount 
19 Refer the case of Sutcliffe v Thackrah [1974] 1 All ER 319 
20 [1986] 33 B.L.R 39. 
21 Sundra Rajoo (1999). The Malaysian Standard Form of Building Contract (The PAM 1998 Form).
Kuala Lumpur: Malaysia Law Journal Sdn Bhd. 
22 Clause 34 under PAM 1998 Form 
23 Clause 30.4 under PAM 1998 Form 
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stated as payment due to the contractor under Architect’s Certificate unless otherwise 
expressly stated in the contract.  
It is stipulated in Clause 30.3(i) that “Unless otherwise expressly provided in 
these Conditions, the Employer shall not be entitled to withhold or deduct any amount 
certified as due under any Architect’s certificate by reasons of any claims to set-off or 
counterclaims or allegation of defective works, materials or goods or for any other 
reasons whatsoever which he may purport to excuse him from making payments of the 
amount stated to be due in an Interim Certificate.”   
4.7 Conclusion 
In making periodic payment to the contractor the employer assumes the greater 
portion of the project financing24. The intention, as for all ‘interim’ systems is to relieve 
the contractor of the burden of a totally negative cash flow. Otherwise, it would be an 
overhead reflected in the tender sum. Whereas the employer, in agreeing to make interim 
payments, he may be able to obtain the money at better rates.  Also, the chances of the 
contractor’s default are reduced by exposing the contractor to less financial risk. 
In summary, the issuance of Architect’s Certificate triggers the entitlement of 
monies between the Employer and the Contractor. The Architect’s certificate does not 
itself entitle the Contractor to payment but it is a condition precedent to payment25. The 
Employer can only withhold or deduct any sum from amounts certified in the Architect’s 
24 Robinson, N.M. (1998). Construction Law in Singapore and Malaysia. Singapore: Butterworths Asia 
25 Refer the case of Ling Heng Toh v Borneo Development Corporation Sdn Bhd [1973] 1 MLJ 23. 
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Certificate provided such deduction is expressly provided in the conditions of contract 
and / or certified by the Architect. Any disputes as to the certificates go straight to 
arbitration26.   
26 Clause 34 under PAM 1998 Form 
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CHAPTER 5 
PROFILES OF COURT CASES IN RELATION TO PAYMENT DISPUTES IN 
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter identifies and studies the profiles of Malaysian court cases relating 
to payment disputes in construction industry. The relevant court cases are limited to 
those reported in Malaysia Law Journal (MLJ) and available in the database of Lexis 
Nexis website1 through its own search engine2 from the year of 1990 - 2005.  
It provides statistical evidence and these include the disputing parties, subjects of 
the disputes, the sum of money in dispute, the successful parties in disputes and the 
periods incurred to solve the disputes through litigation. The analysed data is then 
presented through tables, figures and graphs to aid reading.  
1 http://www.lexisnexis.com. 
2 The relevant court cases are collected by browsing the keyword of “building contract, payment.” 
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This chapter also addresses the legal issues which are associated with the 
identified court cases. However, some of the closely related and collateral matters are 
not discussed in details due to the limitation of the scope of study such as:  
a. The legal issues and civil procedures relating to summary judgement, 
winding up petition, garnishing, injunction and etc. 
b. The legal issues and problems in relation to subcontracting 
c. The legal issues in relation to liquidated damages, variations, direct loss 
and expense and etc. 
5.2 Statistical Analysis and Observations 
The first objective of this research is to study the profiles of Malaysian court 
cases which are related to payment disputes in construction industry. It is sought to 
provide the information as below. 
5.2.1 Number of Court Cases in Malaysia Law Journal (MLJ) 
Based on the electronic database, there were twenty-three (23) court cases 
identified from the past fifteen (15) years (1990 to 2005) in Malaysia Law Journal 
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(MLJ) which is in relation with payment dispute in construction industry. The list of 
court cases are shown in the Appendix A.
However, it must be noted that the actual number of relevant court cases are 
expected to be slightly more than this as some of the cases may not be retrieved from the 
database search engine3 and some of them are not reported in MLJ.
The evidence shows that the litigation process was being used in limited numbers 
of cases relation to payment in construction industry for the past 15 years. This may be 
due to the arbitration clauses as contained in the standard forms of building contracts 
which prevented the parties refer their disputes immediately to the court.    
5.2.2 The Disputing Parties 
In answer to the question “who are the disputing parties?” The results were as 
shown in Figure 5.1. Apparently, main contractors and their employers are the main 
protagonists, followed by main contractors and their subcontractors, disregard to who 
initiated the proceedings. 
3 The relevant court cases were collected through the university’s electronic database which is connected 
to Lexis Nexis search engine. The relevant court cases were collected by browsing the keyword of 
“building contract, payment.” 









Figure 5.1 Parties Engaged in Court Cases
It seems evident from the Figure 5.1 that the pattern of parties involved litigation 
is the party which is at the top of the supply chain. Main contractors are the one which 
are aggrieved and exercising his right to litigation.  
It is perhaps not surprising that those in a subservient position especially 
subcontractors should also be aggrieved. However, it is only 23% of subcontractors 
disputed payments were referred to litigation. This may be due to the cost consideration 
and a reluctance to endanger relationships. Also, it may be a sign of lack of resources on 
the part of subcontractors. 
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5.2.3 Subjects of the Disputes 
The subject of the disputes in relation to payment was found to be as shown in 
Figure 5.2 and it is clear that the overwhelming subject is cross claim. The other issues 
such as refused/withhold payment, challenge the validity of remedies and allegation of 
fraud in certification pale significant alongside the issue of cross claim.    














Figure 5.2 Main Subjects of the Disputes between Parties
Significant area of controversy that has surfaced is the one pertaining to the 
employer’s right to set off or deduct from monies owed to the contractor. It is criticised 
that many employers tends to arbitrarily, either withhold payment certified, or effect set 
off / deductions on merely trivial ground4. Also, it is perceived that local culture or 
4 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis 
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attitude is one of the frequent causes of late and non-payment5. There are also 
unreasonable behaviour typically involves refusing to make a payment when it is due, or 
discounting a payment for alleged defects.  
5.2.4 Amounts of Money in Dispute 
The amounts of money involved in the litigation proceedings were found to be as 
Figure 5.3. The figure shows that the most common disputes involved sum of money 
between RM 500,000 to RM 2 million. There are also substantial numbers of court cases 
dealing with sum up to RM 2 million and above.    
Amounts of Money Involved
2 Million or 
above, 26.00%
1 Million to 2 
Million , 
17.00%




Figure 5.3 Amounts of Money in Dispute
5 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry 2006. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
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This is evidence that the sum of dispute in construction industry which has been 
brought to litigation is relative large. This post to be a huge problem for the contractors 
as their cash flow and profitability are often put in jeopardy. Therefore, not surprisingly, 
subcontractors and suppliers at the lower payment chain are caught in the entanglement 
between the employer and main contractor. 
It is also worthwhile to highlight that the amount estimated to be still outstanding 
since year 2000 is RM 9.8 billion for government funded project and RM 22.1 billion for 
private funded project6.
5.2.5 Successful Parties in Courts Decision 
The Figure 5.4 and 5.5 shows the situation regarding the relative success of each 
party in pursuing their payments.  
6 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry 2006. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
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Figure 5.5 Success Rates of Subcontractors in Litigation. 
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It appears that the claimants (either main contractors or subcontractor) are most 
likely to win. It seems that the aggrieved parties have a case before embarking any 
litigation.  It is also the case that the claimants have the opportunity to define the 
boundaries of the dispute to exclude the issues which he may be less to win. It may also 
speculate about possible reasons that the claimants have a robust and effective 
representation in court. 
5.2.6 Time Taken to Solve Dispute 
The period involved in solving the dispute through litigation is measured from 
the cause of action arose until the date of judgement. The data is shown in Figure 5.6 as 
below.
Time Taken to Solve Disputes
10 Years & 
above, 14.00%
8 - 10 Years, 
30.00%
4 - 7 Years, 
26.00%
1 - 3 Years, 
30.00%
Figure 5.6 Periods Involved in Solving Payment Dispute  
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Apparently, formal dispute resolution procedures are usually slow, intricate and 
expensive. Resort to them means the disputed payment is held over until the process is 
completed. This can be detrimental to the financial health of the contractor and 
incidentally, the contractor would end up being the financier of the project until such 
times that the works is substantially completed. It can severely disrupt the flow of 
money in the contracting chain and place individual contractors under financial pressure.  
5.3 Findings of Legal Issues in relation to the Court Cases. 
Based on the identified twenty three (23) court cases, the legal issues associated 
with payment disputes in construction industry are discussed as below. It should be able 
to increase the awareness of both contractors and employers in relation to the payment 
issues. It also provides the contractors with a better understanding of their rights to 
payment and their legal position if payment is in default. 
5.3.1 Cross Claims by Employers 
Cross claim, not unexpectedly, has always been the main subject of dispute in 
relation payment in construction industry. Among the identified court cases, the most 
common employer’s cross claim against the contractor’s payment claim include7:
7 Refer Appendix A for the relevant court cases. 
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a.) Defective works 
b.) Delay in completion i.e. Liquidated and Ascertained Damages 
In the case of Syarikat Tan Kim Beng & Rakan Rakan v Pulai Jaya Sdn Bhd8, the
employer (defendant) resisted the contractor’s (plaintiff') claim on the grounds that the 
work executed was defective and that other contractors had to be engaged for remedial 
works. Second, the contractor was late in completing the work despite the architect 
having granted to the contractor an extension of time in respect of this delay which was 
caused.  
The court allowed the employer’s counterclaim for defective work which had 
been proved in evidence but rejected the employer’s claim which the extension of time 
had been granted by the architect. The grant of an extension of time exonerated the 
contractor from liability for liquidated damages. 
As a landmark court case in relation to employer’s right to cross claim,
Pembenaan Leow Tuck Chui v Dr Leela’s Medical Centre9, the Federal Court held that 
the employer could not refuse to pay an interim certificate issued by an architect except 
for permissible contractual deductions expressly provided such as liquidated damages, 
retention sum and etc. In the absence of the exercise of these relieves, the employer is 
obliged to make payment on the said certificates as a manner of law notwithstanding that 
the interim payment certificate issued may include defective works. 
8 [1992] 1 MLJ 42 
9 [1995] 2 MLJ 57 
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This position is now fortified by express wording in the PAM 98 Forms10. With 
the express provisions in PAM 1998 Form, the employer shall only be entitled to set-off 
or deduct the amount due in the Architect’s certificate based on the following: 
a. Failure of Contractor to comply with Architect’s instructions. The 
Employer may employ other persons to execute the Works and the cost 
may be deducted by the Employer from any monies due to the 
Contractor11.
b. Contractor default in insurance policy. The Employer may himself insure 
and the premiums shall be deducted from any monies due to the 
Contractor12.
c. Damages for non-completion. The employer may deduct liquidated and 
ascertained damages (LAD) from any monies due to the Contractor after 
the Architect’s certification13.
d. Determination of Contractor’s employment by Employer. The Architect 
shall certify the expense actually incurred by the Employer. Any loss 
caused to the Employer by the determination may be deducted from the 
amount due to the Contractor14.
e. Failure of Contractor to pay Nominated Sub-Contractor (NSC). The 
Employer may himself pay such amount to NSC and deduct the same 
from any monies due to the Contractor15.
10 Refer Clause 30.3 of PAM 1998 Form 
11 Refer Clause 2.2 under PAM 1998 Form 
12 Refer Clause 19.5 under PAM 1998 Form 
13 Refer Clause 22.1 under PAM 1998 Form 
14 Refer Clause 25.4 (iv) under PAM 1998 Form 
15 Refer Clause 27.3 under PAM 1998 Form 
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Therefore, the employer cannot simply refused to pay the amount due as stated in 
the certificate by alleging that parts of the works to which the certificate related were in 
fact defective. Also, a counter-claim for delay by the contractor which had caused 
disruption to the overall project (without architect’s certification) is not valid and it is 
considered as a breach of contract. The contractor is entitled to determine the contract if 
the employer refuses to pay the amount due as stated in the Architect’s Certificate16.
5.3.2 Refused / Withhold Payment by Employers  
The contractors who carry out construction work have enormous problems in 
recovering payment when the employer fails or refuses to pay. Frequently, the employer 
lies that the work was defective or late and, for that reason, the employer refuses to pay. 
Some of the employer even simply provides no reason for withholding payment. 
In the case of Perwik Sdn Bhd v Lee Yen Kee (M) Sdn Bhd 17, the main contractor 
(plaintiff) made a payment claim which was due and outstanding. The employer 
(defendant) denied being indebted to the plaintiff in the sum claimed. The employer 
contended that the related payments had been made direct to the sub-contractors. The 
employer also alleged that he was entitled to set-off the amount due for defective works 
and damages of late completion.  
The court held that in respect of the main contractor's claim for progressive 
payment, the employer had no right to withhold payment without any express provisions 
16 Refer Clause 26.1 (i) under PAM 1998 Form 
17 [1996] 1 MLJ 857 
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in the contract. Under the contract, all payments were to be made to the main contractor. 
Accordingly, by paying the sub-contractors direct, the employer had done so at its own 
peril and he was still liable to the main contractor. Furthermore, the employer had no 
defence to the main contractor's claim. The counterclaim was not plausible and was 
frivolous.  
It is a trite law that failure of the employer to pay the certified is a breach of 
contract. The employer may default in honouring the certificate in a variety of ways; 
these being essentially18:
a. Delaying or deferring payment of either the whole or part of the certified 
payment without reasonable cause. 
b. Failing to pay either the whole or part of the certified payment without 
reasonable cause. 
5.3.3 Suspension of Works by Contractors 
Whether delay in payment or non-payment constituted reasonable cause by 
contractor to suspend works? In the case of Usaha Damai Sdn Bhd v Setiausaha 
Kerajaan Selangor19, the contractor (applicant) wrote to appeal to the employer 
(respondent) to revise upwards the cost of construction but received no response. 
Notwithstanding that, the contractor proceeded with the task of constructing the project. 
18 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management – Post Commencement 
Practice. Singapore: Lexis Nexis, 
19 [1997] 5 MLJ 601 
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Due to financial hardship, the contractor stopped work. Consequently, the employer 
terminated the contract. Pursuant to the contract, the parties referred their dispute to an 
arbitrator. The arbitrator found that the contractor had no reasonable cause to suspend 
work and the determination of the contract was lawful.  
The contractor being dissatisfied with the arbitrator's award, applied to the court 
to set aside the award. It was contended that the employer’s refusal to revise upwards the 
cost of the construction and the delay in payment constituted reasonable cause on its part 
to suspend the works. The court dismissed the appeal and held that the findings of the 
arbitrator were in accordance with the law and consistent with the findings of fact which 
were supported by evidence. 
Non-payment is a breach, but it is a breach of a minor term and this give rise to 
claim for damages. A failure by the employer to pay within the period of honouring 
certificate is a breach of a minor term and does not entitle the contractor to terminate the 
contract nor suspend the work unless otherwise expressed in the condition of contract.
5.3.4 Allegation of Over Certification 
In Pembenaan Leow Tuck Chui v Dr Leela’s Medical Centre20case, the 
Contractor is entitled to payment of the sum actually stated in the Architect’s Interim 
Certificate even if the certificate contains a latent or patent error21. It is clear that 
Architect’s Certificate may be challenged but its immediate effect is equivalent to that of 
20 [1995] 2 MLJ 57 
21 Sundra Rajoo (1999). The Malaysian Standard Form of Building Contract (The PAM 1998 Form).
Kuala Lumpur: Malaysia Law Journal Sdn Bhd. 
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a binding certificate. The courts now take the view that certificates may be challenged 
only through the proper contractual channels, usually by arbitrations22.
It was suggested that if the employer had considered that the architect had failed 
in his duty to make the necessary deductions because of alleged defective work or 
materials as being not in accordance with the terms of the contract term resulting in 
over-certificate of the sum payable, the employer had three remedies open to him 
namely: 
a. Request the architect to make appropriate adjustments in another 
certificate. 
b. Take the dispute to arbitration if the architect declined to comply with 
that request. 
c. Sue the architect for professional negligence. 
Also, it is worthwhile to highlight the case of Bina Jati Sdn Bhd v Sum-Projects 
(Bros) Sdn Bhd23, the contractor (appellant) terminated the contract due to non-payment 
by the employer (respondent) under the building contract. The parties agreed that their 
disputes under the building contract to be dealt with by way of arbitration and an 
arbitrator was accordingly appointed. Subsequently, the employer's solicitors gave 
notice to the arbitrator that they would be making an application to the High Court to 
revoke the authority of the arbitrator on the grounds that they wished to raise issues that 
would not be suitable for arbitration. 
22 Clause 34 under PAM 1998 Form 
23 [2002] 2 MLJ 71 
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The employer alleged that the contractor, the architect and engineer were 
fraudulent. Therefore the employer filed an application seeking a declaration that the 
disputes between the employer and the contractor were not arbitrable and an injunction 
to restrain the contractor from proceeding with arbitration. The learned judge allowed 
the employer's application. The contractor appealed and argued that the learned judge 
had erred in law and in fact in holding that issues pertaining the fraud on the part of the 
appellant, the architect and engineer were outside the jurisdiction of the arbitrator. 
The court dismissed the contractor’s appeal and held that the learned judge had 
correctly held that issues pertaining to the payment of architect's certificate and the 
assignments as well as the fraud on the part of the contractor, the architect and the 
engineer, were outside the jurisdiction of the arbitrator. 
5.3.5 Validity of Contractor’s Remedies   
The main contractors have various remedies to pursue his damages due to the 
breach of contract by the employer. In general, the innocent party is entitled to one or 
more of the following remedies24:
a. Damages  
b. Specific performance  
c. Injunction
24 Harban Singh. (2003). Engineering and Construction Contract Management - Law and Practice.
Singapore: Lexis Nexis 
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While arbitration are now the most common means recovering debt in the 
construction industry, the court also provide a means of recovering debt. Summary 
judgement is available to the claimant and provides a means to obtain judgement 
quickly. However, an application for summary judgement will only be granted where it 
considers that the defendant has no real prospect of succeeding on the claim. Summary 
judgement via litigation may be obtainable for clear cut unpaid certified payment 
claims25.
Statutory demands are also often used in the construction industry as they 
provide a means of placing pressure on those who owe money to pay up or risk winding 
up proceedings. If the debtors fails to satisfy the creditor after the statutory demand, the 
creditor mat take further action to issue winding up petition against a company.  
However, there was substantial number of cases showed that the employers had 
put their effort in challenging the validity of these remedies. Their defence of claims 
include: 
a. Application for injunction to restrain contractor from filing winding up 
petition26.
b. Stay of proceedings pending reference of the dispute to arbitration27.
On the other hand, in the case of Arab Malaysia Corp Builders v ASM 
Development28, the contractor applied for an injunction to restrain the employer from 
25 Lim Chong Fong. (2005). The Malaysia Construction Industry – The Present Dilemmas of the Unpaid 
Contractors. International Forum on Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala 
Lumpur: CIDB & ISM. 
26 Refer the case JB Kulim Development v Great Purpose [2002] 2 MLJ 298 and Syarikat Mohd Noor 
Yusof v Polibina Engineering Enterprise [2006] 1 MLJ 446 
27 Refer the case of Lim Joo Thong v Koperasi Serbaguna Taiping Barat Bhd [1998] 1 MLJ 657, CCG 
Concrete Construction v Rich Avenue [2001] 7 MLJ 46, Mascon v Kasawa [2000] 6 MLJ 843 
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deducting LAD from sums certified as pending to final determination of the employer's 
entitlement to deduct by arbitration. Also, there were contractors applied for garnishing 
to pursue their retention money in the hands of the employers which was due to the 
judgment debtor under the contract.29.
Due to the limitation, this is not the scope of this study to discuss on the rules 
governing damages and civil procedures such as summary judgement, winding up 
petition, injunction, garnishing and etc. It is suggested that the reader should further 
refer to the relevant books on this collateral matters.  
5.4 Conclusion 
Ignorance is not bliss. Just because there were only few court cases in Malaysia 
for the past fifteen (15) years does not mean that the payment issues in construction 
industry is overcame.   The lengthy litigation procedure in recovering the outstanding 
payment could turn an otherwise profitable contract into significant loss-maker, and 
financing of outstanding amounts, together with the attendant recovery costs can cause 
significant difficulties for many construction companies30.
As it stands today, the legal enforcement of the claim and cross claim is unlikely 
to be summarily concluded but more likely to involve a protracted trial31. Furthermore 
28 [1998] 6 MLJ 136 
29 Refer the case of Thamesa Designs Sdn Bhd v Kuching Hotels Sdn Bhd [1993] 3 MLJ 25 
30 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
31 Lim Chong Fong. (2005). The Malaysia Construction Industry – The Present Dilemmas of the Unpaid 
Contractors. International Forum on Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala 
Lumpur: CIDB & ISM. 
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the contractor’s cash flow and profitability are often put in jeopardy due to no security 
for the claim. These are the dilemmas of the unpaid contractor. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
6.1 Summary of Research Findings 
Cash flow in the construction industry is critical because of the relatively long 
duration of projects. Also, the payment terms are usually on credit rather than payment 
on delivery. The seriousness of the problem has already been recognised by the 
participants in the construction industry as shown in the previous research. 
From the result of analysis as discussed in the Chapter 5, it is observed that the 
majority of Malaysia society has not been litigious. Main contractors are the one who 
most likely exercising his right to pursue their payment claims through litigation.  
Also, the result shows that payment has been an issue of major concern in the 
construction industry. One of the reasons is that the dispute amounts involved are large. 
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It also reflects the inadequacies and shortfalls of litigation process which take a long 
duration to determine the dispute. 
In addition of that, it is common for employer to defend their cross claim by 
alleging defective works and delayed completion. As consequences, the payment due is 
postponed until the resolution of the dispute. 
Is there any prescription to cure such ills and ensure sustained recuperation? 
Some recommendations to be considered for the payment problems in the construction 
industry are discussed as below. 
6.2 Avenues to Improve Payment Problems  
Malaysian construction industry is prone to late and non-payment culture1.
Failure to receive payment in a timely manner could expose contractors to a greater risk 
of failing to complete construction projects on time. The issues of late and non-payment 
has caused undue financial stress on the contractors, which in turn would have a 
devastating knock-on effect down the contractual payment chain. 
The Latham Report suggested four key areas for action in relation to the payment 
problems2:
1 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
2 Latham, M. (1994) Constructing the Team – The Final Report of the Government Industry Review of 
Procurement Arrangements in the UK Construction Industry. The Latham Report, London: HMSO. 
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a. The development of principles of modern construction contracts 
b. The greater use of trust funds 
c. The abolition of cash retentions 
d. The proposals for legislation to outlaw unfair contract conditions 
Two pronged approach is also recommended. These include fundamental change 
in the mindset towards timely payment and statutory enactment to deal with payment in 
construction industry 3.
6.2.1 Statutory Legislation for Security of Payment 
Due to payment problems in construction industry, some countries like United 
Kingdom, Singapore, New Zealand and some states of Australia have legislated their 
construction specific statutory payment security regimes that purposely enact provisions 
to address issues on prompt payment in the construction industry and to eliminate as 
much as possible poor payment practices and smoothen the contractor’s cash flow4. The 
legislation restricts unfair payment practices, provides a clear right to being paid and 
establishes some form of adjudication of payment disputes5.
3 Noushad Ali Naseem. (2006). A Construction Industry Payment and Adjudication Act – Reducing 
Payment-Default and Increasing Dispute Resolution Efficiency. International Forum Construction Industry 
Payment Act and Adjudication. Kuala Lumpur: CIDB and ISM.  
4 A Report of a Questionnaire Survey on Late and Non-Payment Issues in the Malaysia Construction 
Industry. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
5 Gow, P. (2006). Security of Payment and the Western Australian Construction Contract Act.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
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Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia in collaboration 
with the construction industry has proposed Construction Industry Payment and 
Adjudication Act. There are three main parts which include provisions on payment, 
provisions on adjudication and provisions on measures for securing payment6. The 
proposed act is suggested to include the following: 
a. A scheme for payment where there is no provisions for progress payment 
in a construction contract. 
b. Banning the use of “pay when paid” clauses 
c. The right of a party who has not been paid to suspend works 
d. The provision of speedy dispute resolution process -  adjudication 
e. The provision of remedies for the recovery of payments under a 
construction contract. 
The law relating to payment provisions in the construction industry is reformed 
in order to facilitate regular and timely payments between parties to a construction 
industry contract and provide remedies for the recovery of payments relating to a 
construction industry contract.  
6 Noushad Ali Naseem. Statutory Adjudication – A Dream Act. Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash 
Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: Construction Industry Development Board 
(CIDB) Malaysia. 
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6.2.2 Statutory Adjudication   
Once a payment dispute arises, it is in everyone’s interest to settle it as quickly as 
possible. It has been suggested that adjudication has become the dispute resolution 
method of choice for which, in time past would have gone to arbitration.  
Statutory adjudication tries to deal payment problems by rapid adjudication 
processes that will quickly deal with obvious unreasonable failure to pay, while 
reserving more detailed processes for complex disputes7.
However, all the rapid adjudication is not worth anything if payment is not 
forthcoming. Statutory adjudication controls unreasonable payment issues through the 
adjudication process, with swift follow-through of decision and enforcement8. A 
claimant has the merits of the claim enforced under the statutory legislation.  
Also, it is possible to use the rapid adjudication processes to “name and shame” 
people with poor payment practices, but this must be balanced against reasonable 
privacy9.
7 Gow, P. (2006). Security of Payment and the Western Australian Construction Contract Act.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
8 Ibid. 
9 Lip, Euginie. (2006). Curing the Ills of Non-Payment in the Construction Industry – the Singapore 
Experience. 8th Surveyors’ Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM 
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6.2.3 Statutory Right to Suspend Work Due to Non-Payment 
In general, the contractors have no right to suspend his works due to non-
payment under common law principles. Most of the standard forms of building contract 
in Malaysia do not contain an express right to suspend work following non-payment 
except CIDB 2000 Form. Therefore, the unpaid contractors have to continue with the 
works and perhaps concurrently sue for the payments with interest. Alternatively, the 
contractors can opt to terminate the contract if the non payment is so serious that it 
constitutes a repudiatory. 
In view of this, there is a necessity for such rights to be conferred statutorily. The 
right of suspension is an important remedy. The contractor has the right to stop work 
until the payment is made. It can be an effective means of securing overdue payment 
without the need to instigate other formal procedure such arbitration and litigation. It is a 
‘self-help’ remedy and can sometimes be used in parallel with these procedures10.
6.2.4 Interest Payable as Compensation for Delayed Payment 
The recovery of interest on late or non-payment can often be vital for those in 
business. Given the slender margins on which the construction industry operates, and the 
heavy reliance on bank financing, the late payment can have a profound effect on the 
profitability of construction companies11.
10 Pettigrew, R. (2005). Payment under Construction Contract Legislation. London: Thomas Telford. 
11 Ibid 
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In practice, no provisions of interest payable on delayed payment are allowed in 
the Malaysian standard forms of building contract12. Interest requirement can become an 
implied term of the contract if it is conferred statutorily. 
6.2.5 Review of “Pay when Paid” Provisions 
Unfair payment practices ultimately derive from the imbalance of commercial 
power between a principal and a contractor13. A dominant principal may force 
acceptance of delayed or discounted payment, or transfer risk of payment altogether with 
“pay when paid” provisions.  
“Pay when paid” has become the most notorious contractual provisions that 
transfer risk of non-payment from the main contractors to subcontracts14. These clauses 
attempt to exclude the liability of payment to a subcontractor until the main contractor is 
paid. As consequences, the subcontractor may end up with not being paid for reasons 
beyond their control. 
Some jurisdictions have enacted acts precisely to protect the subcontractors 
against the adverse effects of the “pay when paid” clauses. These include Building and 
Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 1999 in New South Wales, Construction 
Contract Act 2002 in New Zealand and across the crossway, the Building and 
Construction Industry Security of Payment Act 2004 in Singapore.  
12 Except CIDB 2000. Refer Clause 42.9(b) 
13 Gow, P. (2006). Security of Payment and the Western Australian Construction Contract Act.
Adjudication Seminar: An End to Cash Flow Problems in the Construction Industry. Kuala Lumpur: 
Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Malaysia. 
14 Oon Chee Keng. (2005). Pay When Paid Clauses. 7th Surveyor’s Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM 
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6.3 Suggestion for Further Study 
Some possible areas relevant to the current topic recommended for further 
studies are: 
a. The legal issues associated with recovery of payment in construction 
industry through arbitration / adjudication. 
b. The legal issues in relation to summary judgement / statutory demand as 
a means of recovering outstanding payment in construction industry. 
c. The social and economic impacts of payment-default in construction 
industry. 
6.4 Conclusion 
The drive to maximise positive cash flow will continue to lead to disputes about 
payment. The disputes predominantly about payment issues are becoming larger and 
more complex. There are various methods of dispute resolution ranges from the less 
structured form of mediation to the rigid procedures found in court litigation. The 
prolonged and complicated procedures in arbitration is said to be the cause for the need 
for introducing statutory adjudication15.
15 Cheng, Teresa. (2006). A Comparison of the Methods of Dispute Resolution Adopted by the 
Construction Industry. International Forum on Construction Industry Payment Act and Adjudication. 
Kuala Lumpur: CIDB & ISM. 
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There are various avenues that are available to improve the payment problem in 
the construction industry and some of these options have been incorporated in the 
construction contract or statutes in the other developed countries. We should choose and 
adopt the best solutions which best suits and serves the Malaysian construction industry. 
The payment predicament of the construction industry cannot be singly 
explained. All parties including the owners, consultants, contractors subcontractors, 
suppliers and even public sector employers have an important role and must act in 
concert to take ownership of the problems and challenges. To this end, the industry as a 
whole must collaborate and focus on their synergies to eliminate as much as possible 
poor, inefficient and outdated payment practices and smoothen cash flow supplies down 
the payment supply chain16.
16 Lip, Euginie. (2006). Curing the Ills of Non-Payment in the Construction Industry – the Singapore 
Experience. 8th Surveyors’ Congress. Kuala Lumpur: ISM 
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1 PEMBENAAN LEOW TUCK 
CHUI & SONS SDN BHD v DR 
LEELA'S MEDICAL CENTRE 





2 TEO HOCK GUAN & ANOR 
(T/A TEO MENG HUAH 
CONSTRUCTION) v JOHORE 
BUILDERS & INVESTMENTS 





3 SYARIKAT TAN KIM BENG 
& RAKAN-RAKAN v PULAI 






4 LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETE 
SDN BHD v NIRWANA 






5 MAHKOTA TECHNOLOGIES 
SDN BHD (FORMERLY 
KNOWN AS THE GENERAL 
ELECTRIC CO (M) SDN BHD) 
v BS CIVIL ENGINEERING 






6 BMC CONSTRUCTION SDN 
BHD v DATARAN RENTAS 





7 KEMAYAN CONSTRUCTION 
SDN BHD v PRESTARA SDN 





8 HOCK HUAT IRON 
FOUNDRY (SUING AS A 
FIRM) v NAGA TEMBAGA 
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9 JALLCON (M) SDN BHD v 
NIKKEN METAL (M) SDN 






FAILURE / REFUSED / 
WITHOLD PAYMENT
10 LOJAN PROPERTIES PTE 
LTD v TROPICON 
CONTRACTORS PTE LTD 





11 PERWIK SDN BHD v LEE 
YEN KEE (M) SDN BHD 





12 JAMES PNG 
CONSTRUCTION PTE LTD v 
TSU CHIN KWAN PETER 





13 ANTARA ELEKTRIK SDN 
BHD v BELL & ORDER BHD 








14 BINA JATI SDN BHD v SUM-
PROJECTS (BROS) SDN BHD 





CHALLENGE THE VALIDITY 
OF REMEDIES
15 LIM JOO THONG v 
KOPERASI SERBAGUNA 
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16 THAMESA DESIGNS SDN 
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BUILDERS SDN BHD & 
ANOR v ASM 





19 CCG CONCRETE 
CONSTRUCTIONS (M) SDN 
BHD v RICH AVENUE SDN 






20 SYARIKAT MOHD NOOR 
YUSOF SDN BHD v 
POLIBINA ENGINEERING 
ENTERPRISES SDN BHD (IN 






21 JB KULIM DEVELOPMENT 
SDN BHD v GREAT 







22 USAHA DAMAI SDN BHD v 
SETIAUSAHA KERAJAAN 
SELANGOR [1997] 5 MLJ 601
11 Main 
Contractor v 
Employer
120,000.00
